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Pin Up Casino Bonus Offers and How to Claim Them
There is a lot to love about Pin Up casino, and the enormous welcome bonus is one of many things. Players can count on a welcome package of up to 25,000 INR as well as extra free spins, making this Pin Up casino bonus one of the best in the gambling industry. And you can spend the additional cash on first-class games that come from renowned software providers, such as Microgaming, NetEnt, Playtech, etc.
What Bonuses are There?
Customers are always particularly happy about the many, and different bonus types that are offered at online casinos. In many cases, the bonus and promo code type is a decisive criterion for whether a casino succeeds and can compete in the market or not.
It is clear that Pinup casino makes every effort to offer the player the most attractive bonuses. It all starts with the welcome bonus, which can bring you a whopping 25,000 INR. No worries, it doesn’t require a promo code.
Furthermore, new players can expect some free spin bonuses that offer the golden opportunity to test all slots free of charge.
In addition, the gambling site offers a weekly Pin Up casino no deposit bonus and a promo code on special days and regular tournaments and events.
Players can choose between different tournaments that follow different rules and offer different bonus prizes.
Points can be earned by betting money on different slots. The prizes advertised for the tournament depend on the order of the leaderboard.
Pin Up Bonus Terms
Anyone who regularly plays at online casinos is aware that studying PinUp casino bonus conditions before claiming a bonus or a promo code is essential.
Because what’s the point of a huge Pin Up casino bonus if the conditions are set in such a way that you will probably never be able to fulfill them?
So before you decide to look for a promo code and activate bonus, have a look at all the conditions.
	Pin Up bonus comes with wagering requirements of 50x;
	You can only use video slots to fulfill wagering requirements;
	The wagering timeframe is 72 hours;
	The maximum Pin Up casino bonus amount is 25,000 INR;
	The max bet per spin you can make is 250 INR;
	The list of eligible games for wagering the Pin Up casino bonus is in terms and conditions of the casino.

This is all relevant information to know regarding the bonus and promo code terms and conditions.
PinUp Casino VIP Program and the Benefits it Offers
Once you join the casino, you’ll also automatically get access to the VIP program and a unique promo code. You start off with no rank, but you can quickly climb up the ladder by completing your profile, verifying your account, making bets, playing different slots, claiming promocodes, and so on.
Needless to say, the higher your level — the better the rewards. And you can use Pincoins (the currency you earn for completing various tasks) on a lot of things, for instance, to activate bonus, free spin, free credits, and wagering cash as you play.
As a member of the VIP program, you’ll get access to exclusive bonuses, free spins, promocodes, a personal VIP manager who’s available 24/7, and many other benefits.
On the website of the casino you can find information on how many points you need to reach each level.
To continue being a VIP member, you need to reach higher levels. The easiest way to do that is by steadily playing games and making bonus bets.
Mobile Play
If you prefer playing on the go, then PinUp casino is the perfect spot for you. This gambling institution supports all mobile platforms, including Android, Apple, Windows, and BlackBerry.
Instant play with the common mobile operating systems is possible thanks to HTML5. You can enjoy the vast majority of games, including real dealer games.
There is also a standalone Pin Up app for both Android and iOS. It is just as good as the desktop version and has the same features.
Exciting slot machines such as Rainbow Riches, Starburst, Mega Fortune, and Gonzo’s Quest await you.
Safety
Pin Up casino holds a valid gambling license from Curaçao eGaming. Thanks to it, it can accept players from around the world and is regulated by the EU.
Of course, the casino has also been approved by eCogra which means that the RNG and other software are as fair as it gets. So players don’t have to worry about fairness.
The website is protected by SSL encryption, which guarantees 100% safety and confidentiality of your personal data.
Customer Service
PinUp casino customer service can be reached in two ways. First, there is the live chat, which works around the click. The second option is to send an email. In this case, you have to wait up to one hour for a response.
The live chat is probably your best bet. During the weekday mornings, there is usually no waiting time, and you can expect to get help from casino staff immediately.
There is also an FAQ section that covers all the important questions.
Protection of Minors & Prevention of Gambling Addiction
Every reputable online casino should not only keep players’ data safe but also prevent gambling addiction and comply with the protection of minors.
At Pin Up casino, you will find a gambling addiction test on this topic once you activate bonus. The result of the test indicates whether you can classify your gaming behavior as addictive or not.
Of course, you can also set limits for yourself. If these are reached, the casino will let you know.
Live Casino
Players who want to play with particularly high stakes will surely enjoy Pin Up live casino. The new releases in particular, such as Monopoly Live or the Wheel of Fortune, are currently enjoying great popularity.
All the live dealer games impress with their graphics and unique gameplay. In addition, the quality of videos are crystal clear, as there are no lags whatsoever.
It’s also possible to get in touch with the dealers and other players, which adds to the excitement of the games.
Payment Methods
In the end, let’s talk about the available payment methods. Indian players can make deposits using AstroPay, Skrill, BHIM, Net Banking, and several cryptocurrencies.
Your deposited funds are available immediately, except in the case of bank transfer. Depending on the bank, you have to wait from one to three working days.
Withdrawals are always free. For credit card payments and bank transfers, a payout can take one to three business days. With all other payment methods, your money is available to you immediately after processing.
PinUp casino surely deserves to be among the highest-rated gambling sites. It brings something different to the table and helps you forget about everyday problems. The unique aspects of how the bonuses and the VIP program work, combined with terrific customer support and classy design make this casino worthwhile.
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